
Gahan on imposter 
syndrome and 
risk-taking

Dave Gahan, the revered singer with electronic
pioneers Depeche Mode, says he discovered
new-found vigor plunging himself into an unlikely

set of covers for his other group’s new album “Imposter”.
Singing with the band Soulsavers, he takes on a wide-
ranging set, mixing classics from Nat King Cole and
Elvis with more eclectic choices such as Frank Ocean or
Cat Power. He even tackles one from that most outra-
geously talented of vocalists, Jeff Buckley.

“You have to take risks if you want to change,” he
told AFP on a visit to Paris. “What this record did for me,
the process of recording it, was to realize how amazing it
is where I am - the opportunities I have around me if I
just take the risk to explore them,” he said. “These songs
once again gave me a new vigor to step into a character
that felt familiar.” But even someone as successful as
Gahan knows imposter syndrome.

He may have hogged the limelight in Depeche Mode,
but the songs, until recent years, were all the work of
instrumentalist Martin Gore. “We all feel like imposters
now and again,” said Gahan. “Even before I made music,
when I was a teenager, I was looking for something to be
a part of, to disappear in, to be accepted. That’s part of
life for all of us.”

Second home
Gahan has found a second home with Soulsavers, a

rotating group of musicians with a love of bluesy rock
and gospel. Now on their third album together, the
band’s sound fit well with Gahan and his rocky history.
Turning 60 next year, he has been through severe addic-
tion and survived multiple overdoses, an on-stage heart
attack and even attempted suicide. “There are behaviors
that you think are solutions to how you feel, but it’s not
real - drugs, alcohol, love, whatever,” Gahan said.

“But music is the one consistent thing in my life
that’s reminded me that it’s something I really care

about. “Soulsavers, over the course of 20 years, have
developed a sound, an atmosphere that I’m very aware
of and I fit very nicely into that atmosphere. I can do
my best performances in there,” said Gahan. Led by
Rich Machin, Soulsavers recorded their new album
before the pandemic in Malibu at the Shangri-La stu-
dio of mixing desk sorcerer Rick Rubin. But they were
not just there for the sunshine: Rubin produced the
beloved Johnny Cash covers album “American
Recordings”, which includes the Depeche Mode clas-
sic “Personal Jesus”.

‘A lost art’ 
Machin and Gahan talk with childish glee of the live

recording experience. “It’s sort of a lost art - perform-
ance,” said Gahan. “I’m trying to hold on to it because
the most important part of what you do is capturing a
performance. “With my experience, with 40 years of
making music, I knew we had captured something spe-
cial.” The fear was that the events of the past 18 months
might have destroyed the magic they captured in the
studio. “We weren’t in a room together for two years,”
said Machin. “The chemistry can alter, and it’s been a
pretty weird time, so you come back into it with a deep
anxiety, but within 24 hours of being back together you
realize it’s fucking great still. “Those two years - it’s like it
never happened.” —AFP
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Actress Rita Moreno (2nd left) and daughter actress Fernanda Gordon (2nd right) arrive for the premiere of
Steven Spielberg’s ‘West Side Story’ at the El Capitan Theatre in Los Angeles. —AFP

Afghan refugees collect waste at a makeshift dumping ground in
Istanbul. —AFP photos

Afghan refugees collect waste at a dumping ground. Refugees collect waste at a makeshift dumping ground.

Shrouded by acrid smoke, a young Afghan
crouches sorting waste he has pulled from the
trash bins of Istanbul, anxious that Turkey will

soon strip him of even this subsistence. “I start at
eight in the morning and finish at eight at night,” said
Issam Raffur, who has spent four of his 20 years in
Turkey.

“It is very hard and poorly paid, but I have no
choice,” he shrugged, smoke billowing from a fire
barely warming his makeshift sorting centre on a
soggy winter day. Considered the poorest of
Turkey’s poor, Afghans have joined Kurds, the Laz,
Roma and other ethnic minorities and undocument-
ed migrants in doing work others snub. For less than
$10 a day, they roam the streets of Istanbul, a mega-
lopolis of nearly 16 million people straining under
the weight of a currency crisis and a flood of
refugees from Syria, Afghanistan and other conflict-
riven states.

Diving headfirst into dumpsters, they dig up plas-
tic bottles, glass and other waste they then sort and
sell in bulk-a self-organized, unregulated business
that keeps the city clean, and men such as Issam fed.
But as public sentiment turns against migrants and
other foreigners in Turkey, the state-appointed pre-
fecture of Istanbul has declared this work bad for
“the environment and public health”. Issam and his
friends suspect that what Turkish officials really want

is to put this potentially profitable business under the
control of a few, well-connected recycling firms.

“If the big companies take over, they will saw off
our last branch of support,” said Mahmut Aytar, a
Turk who manages one of the small recycling centres
on the Asian side of Istanbul. “They will throw us in
the ravine.” Speaking to AFP, Deputy Environment
Minister Mehmet Emin Birpinar did little to ease
Aytar’s concerns. “Waste can be bought and sold, so
we have started to view it as a raw material with oth-
er uses,” he said. “After the price of raw materials
increased, the value of recycled goods has risen.”

Women and children 
Born in multi-ethnic southeastern Turkey, Aytar,

28, launched his recycling business out of despera-
tion after failing to find work befitting his biology
degree. “This job does not require experience or
training. Anyone can do it, but it is mostly the people
excluded by the system who get involved,” he said
while watching his press machines crush plastic bags
and empty bottles. After being shrunk into tidy
bales, the plastic waste is loaded onto trucks of
small, independently run recycling operators who
convert them into granules. Aytar said he runs one of
2,500 or so impromptu recycling depots in Istanbul,
receiving dozens of trash collectors-called “cekcek-
ci” (pronounced “chekchekchi” and roughly translat-

ing as those who pull carts) - every day.
Tugging white, muddied carts filled with paper,

cardboard, plastic and bottles, they dart between
honking cars and pedestrian streams, earning 80-
120 liras ($6-$9) a day. Women and minors special-
ize in cardboard boxes, which they find after the
shops close at night, their babies sometimes riding
along in the carts’ lower folds. Each kilogram of
waste is worth about a lira (seven US cents), and the
bravest collect about 150 kilograms of waste a day.
“They probably don’t realise it, but by being impov-
erished, they contribute to protecting the environ-
ment,” said Aytar. “They are helping society.”

‘Harassment’ 
They do so while living in destitution and depend

on the whims of the police. In early October, securi-
ty forces rounded up more than 250 cekcekci in one
day, releasing them after a few hours but keeping
their precious cargoes of waste. “It’s harassment,”
said Elrem Yasar, who started managing his own
depot after collecting trash for 12 years.

“Each confiscation costs me about 560 liras,
which I earn in three days.” Istanbul prefecture offi-
cials defended their crackdown. “These cekcekci
work illegally,” one official told AFP on condition of
anonymity. “It is up to the city to take care of recy-
cling and to collect revenues from it.” Conceding

that his work has no legal status, collector Ekrem
Yasar said he would be happy to pay taxes if ever
given the chance.

“We are not asking for state handouts, but if they
take away our jobs, tens of thousands of people will
be left with nothing,” he said, pinning his hopes on
the first cekcekci union, which is still in the process
of being set up. Most of the trash collectors and
warehouse workers live on-site in crudely arranged
containers, huddling around open fires in Istanbul’s
industrial zones. “Imagine, life in the city,” Yasar said
with a bitter laugh. “You think we are making mon-
ey? Look, we only have one teaspoon between us,”
he said while serving tea. —AFP

It is every aspiring actor’s dream: hand-picked
by Steven Spielberg from 30,000 contenders
for a starring role that launches her into

Hollywood’s A-list and Oscars contention. But
Rachel Zegler insists the process of her casting as
Maria in the new film adaptation of “West Side
Story,” which hit US theaters on Friday, was any-
thing but straightforward.

“It didn’t feel like a fairy tale when it was hap-
pening. I was actually very stressed out!” Zegler,
who was 16 when she submitted a video of herself
singing “I Feel Pretty,” told AFP. Zegler, a New
Jersey native, went through “eight or nine” rounds
of auditions over nearly a year. “I left every single
round thinking if I don’t get it, I can’t wait to see this
movie, and I’ve had today and I’ve met these cool
people, and maybe they’ll keep me in mind for the
next thing. “I had the greatest time - and then I got
to actually make the movie,” Zegler added.

Due to pandemic delays, the Spielberg motion
picture was kept under wraps for more than two
years after filming finished, during which time she
has been cast as Snow White in Disney’s upcoming
live-action remake. Zegler, now 20, is being tipped
as a contender for best actress at the Oscars held in
March, with the film’s campaign blitz launching her
into the public eye. “It’s the most jarring, over-
whelming experience,” said Zegler, adding that “she
doesn’t know how to feel” about becoming a
celebrity. “Being known is fun, being known is cool
too,” she said.

‘We’re different’ 
Spielberg’s decision to remake a beloved 1961 film

which won 10 Oscars - the most ever for a musical -
drew criticism from many fans who felt it could not
be improved upon. Reviews have been glowing, how-

ever, with Zegler and Ariana DeBose - who plays the
fiery Anita - drawing particular praise. Additional
controversy came from the 1950s Broadway musi-
cal’s stereotyping of Puerto Rican immigrants as
gang members, and its use of racial slurs.

But while the original film version was criticized
for casting a white actress as Maria, and painting
Rita Moreno’s skin darker to play Anita, Spielberg
cast his movie more authentically. DeBose, who is
Afro-Latina, said her real-life heritage helped her
performance stand out from the legendary Moreno,
who joined her on set for Spielberg’s film as a new
character.

“It wasn’t intimidating because we’re different. I
mean, sure, she’s 100 percent an icon, she’s
beloved,” she told AFP. “But by virtue of me being
Afro-Latina, we are inherently different women,
with different lived experiences and my lived
experience informs this character fully,” said
DeBose. “I walk through the world in a very differ-
ent way. So I feel like when you know that you
have something to offer a character you hold fast
to that. And you don’t focus on the pressures of
someone else’s legacy.”

Moreno, one of the elite club of entertainers to
have won an Emmy, Grammy, Oscar and Tony award
- popularly known as an “EGOT” - “showed us that
there was possibility of success,” said DeBose. “For
my character specifically, now young Afro-Latinas
finally get to see themselves as a main character in
the context of this story.” Zegler, who is of
Colombian heritage, added: “As a Latina, I could not
be more proud to be a part of a project that repre-
sents our people in such a beautiful way, and repre-
sents real-life experiences that we’ve all had, and
that our ancestors had when they came here for the
first time.” —AFP

Acontroversial redesign of the
interior of Notre-Dame
cathedral in Paris has been

approved by heritage authorities,
including possible street art installa-
tions and softer mood lighting.
Church authorities are adamant the
plans - part of a wider rebuilding
project following a devastating fire
in 2019 - are not revolutionary and
will simply offer visitors a warmer
welcome.

But the changes have sparked
criticism, with around 100 public
figures putting their names to an
opinion piece in right-wing news-
paper Le Figaro on Wednesday
saying they “entirely undermine
the decor and religious space” of
the Gothic landmark. That did not
sway the 20 experts of the
National Heritage and
Architecture Commission, who
voted in favor of the church’s plans

on Thursday. “The experts gave a
favorable verdict on the interior
renovation program,” the culture
ministry told AFP.

They had a couple of minor
reservations, including wanting to
see a prototype of the new benches
(with their own lights and a mecha-
nism to raise them in and out of the
floor) that will replace the old straw
chairs. “We are very satisfied with
this decision which respects the
broad principles that we outlined,
including the work on the lighting
and the guidance for visitors,” said
Father Gilles Drouin, who is in
charge of the interior renovation.

There was worldwide shock over
the fire of April 15, 2019 that
destroyed much of the roof and
spire of Notre-Dame, which is visit-
ed by some 12 million people a year.
The diocese is taking the opportu-
nity to rework the interior ahead of

its planned reopening in 2024. The
culture ministry confirmed to AFP
that street art pioneer Ernest
Pignon-Ernest, as well as other
modern artists such as Anselm
Kiefer and Louise Bourgeois, are
among the names being considered
for display when new art installa-
tions replace some of the little-used
19th-century confessionals.

Other ideas include Bible quotes
to be projected in multiple lan-
guages on the walls and softer light-
ing. One Paris-based architect told
The Art Newspaper that this risked
turning Notre-Dame “into
Disneyland”. Critics in Le Figaro
called for the authorities to respect
the work of Viollet-le-Duc, the
architect who overhauled the 12th-
century cathedral in the late 1800s,
though in keeping with the Gothic
style that was enjoying a renais-
sance at the time. —AFP

In this file photo, lead singer of the English electronic
band Depeche Mode, Dave Gahan, performs at the
43rd Paleo music festival in Nyon, western
Switzerland. —AFP


